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Senate to review academic priorities
Committee to survey recommendations
By Jana Seshadri
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
An ad hoc committee was estabfished Monday at the Academic
Senate meeting to review reports of

the Academic Priorities Steering
Committee.
Open nominations were held during the meeting, and seven senators
from different areas of the university
were unanimously voted in for ion -

Mayor
names
library
board
SJSU will have own
committee; Caret yet
to announce members
By Marcus Walton
Spartan Daily Managing Editor
The city council Tuesday unanimously approved
Mayor Susan Hammer’s appointments to the advisory
committee for the City/San Jose State University
library proposal.
The committee is made up of 11 people appointed
by the mayor, a city employees’ union representative
and three members of the SJSU campus community.
The three university representatives, composed of two
faculty members and a student, have yet to be
announced by SJSU President Robert Caret.
The named committee members are Attorney hi
Davila, Vietnamese Chamber of Commerce President
Thuan Nguyen, Georgie Huff of Capital Properties,
James Kenny of the San Jose National Bank, Mike
See Library, page4

Globalization
hurts women,
lecturer says

sideration. they are Inger SagatunEdwards from applied sciences;
Bonnie Farber Canziani from business; Barbara Green, alumni representative senator; Allison Heisch from
humanities; Jim Smart, emeritus rep-

for

resentative; Judith Lessow-Hurley
from education and James Brent from
social sciences.
Five members will be chosen from
the above seven nominees to serve on
the review committee, which has the
primary task to survey the senate concerns regarding the Steering
Committee’s
recommendations.

Using the anonymous-style Delphi
method, the review committee will
conduct a survey through campus
mail of all the senators on the
Academic Priorities issue.
Senate Assistant Loretta Mae said
the committee hopes to address the
concerns that arise from the survey
and organize a framework resolution

that incorporates these concerns. The
senate can then review and act on
them.
"Thc timing we have is very tight,"
Mae said "Inc added that the initial
survey will tighten the process.
The senate also unanimously
endorsed resolution to evaluate and
See Committee, page4
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thought
Good, nutritional
diet possible at
eateries on or
near campus
By Ronda Sluder
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

pizza, hamburgers, chicken, chow mein

the food possibilities at SJSU may entice
your senses, hut when you eat here, you
might as well say good-bye to a nutritious diet.
Still, for those of you who are health -conscious and want to rat something that is good
for you, don’t despair. The campus eateries do
offer some healthy alternatives and are in the
process of evaluating just what goes into the
meals that fill the air with tantalizing aromas.
According to Nina Kalmoutis, retail operations manager for dining services, the six main
food areas Alumni Room. Spartan Pub, The
Roost, Redhawk Cafe, The Spartan Bakery and
the food court offer healthy choices.
What type of foods do they offer?
The following guide attempts to answer this
pertinent question and help anyone who wants
to spare their waistline from the tempting fat Idled entrees available.
Spartan Pub

By James S. Gunsalus
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
for women of many Asian Pacific nations, the term
"global village" means "global pillage," said Raquel
Sancho of the Santa Clara Center for Oct upational
Safety and Ilealth.
Tuesday, Sall(110 lee lured to students and faculty in
the Student Union on the effects of globalization on
sp.( dic ally the exploitivc
women of the Asian
polo us of the Untied States and ( anada.
Sancho began her lecture by clarifying die concept
of globalization beyond the common, positive notion
that it is the unification of the world’s people.
"Globalization is the equivalent of World War Ill."
Sancho Said. "It’s an economic war between the devel
oped nations of western Europe Arid Non 1t Amen, a
versus undeveloped nations around the world being
exploited by them."
herself, Sancho is familiar with the plight
A

You might be wondering how the Spartan
Pub could have anything low-fat with greasy
pepperoni pizza staring you in the face the
minute you walk through the doors.
Simple.
If you tear your eyes away from the OW
Icing enough to look to y
left, you will see
golden colored, soft pretzels in a little glass con
inner longing to break out and be A 99 percent
lay free meal fin someone.
If
pizza is still calling to you, think about
this: One slice of A pepperoni pizza contains
approximately 250 calories and 10 grams of fat,
six grams of which are saturated fat (the stuff
that sticks to your artery walls and increases
your risk of heart disease).
ILLUSTRATION BY BRYANT WANG

See Nutrition, page 5
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World Wide Web

Aviation program
now ’flying high’
By Kimberly Lambe
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Aviation Professor Manoj Patankar would love for his depart
ment to fly a smooth course.
With more than 300 students in die aviation program, which
l’atankar explained began as "a few classes in aerodynamics
taught in the science building," has grown consistently since the
1940s into a thriving technically -oriented major. SJSU offers the
only four-year aviation degree program in California, which is
one of the top-three employers of aviation professionals in the
country.
One might be led to think that nothing 1)111 clear skies lay
ahead for such a unique and in demandprogram. Yet, due to a
lack of consistent leadership within the department and waver -

See Aviation, page4
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Recognizing same-sex relationships on campus
refusing equal benefits for domestic
Bypartners, the LK: system is blatantly
violating the principle of equal pay for
equal work. If students, faculty, and staff
conjoined in same -sex relationships are as
valuable to the UC as their heterosexual
counterparts, UC President
Richard
Atkinson should back the sentiment with
fair-minded action. Failure to respond can
only be seen as a display of discrimination.
The term "domestic partners" can be
defined as two individuals of the same sex
who live together, share financial obligations, and hold an exclusive, enduring relationship which is intended to be indefinite.
Because federal and state legislature will not
acknowledge same -sex marriages, those corn-

mitted to same-sex relationships are never
given the option to receive spousal benefits.
Therefore, it is up to local institutions to
step up and recognize the validity of these
relationships. And it is up to the UC system
to extend equitable support to all who work
and reside within its academic community.
A university should be among the first
institutions to eliminate discrimination
within its charter. However, the UC system
is trailing two years behind the conservativeminded Disney Corporation in its extension
of benefits to domestic partners. There is
something disturbing about a university
whose progress lags behind that of an establishmentarian mouse. And, as maintained by
Charles Outcalt, Director of the I.GBT

Guest Editorial
Resources Office, it becomes an issue of
recruitment and retention. The UC policies
do not exactly welcome with open arms
those top students and faculty applicants
involved in lasting same-sex relationships.
Our skewed benefits program is aninaccuratc
indication as to the political and social climate on IX campuses. The Ut: offers some
"soft" benefits for domestic partners.
However, the benefits vary; there is no
uniformity. Further, these soft benefits are
insufficient. The Daily Bruin editorial staff
wants to sec the adoption of benefits for
domestic partners which match those offered

Establishing a system
to punish criminals
in international court
There are still 72 people held hostage by leftist
guerrillas in the Japanese ambassador’s residence
in Lima since Dec. 17.
Although this is the longest siege in Latin America’s
history, it is not the only incident of human rights violation in the world. That is why establishment of the permanent international criminal court is necessary.
The concept of international court came about after
two criminal trials held in Nuremberg and Tokyo for the
second World War. It was not successfully established
because of political «inflicts
during the (:111(1 War.
The jurisdiction of the court
would not be limited to a specific War Zolle or political issue.
It would assign guilt to individuals and leaders who are
responsible fin crimes rather
than allowing blame to fall on
entire groups and nations.
WRITER’S FORUM
The idea of the court has
By Yard«)
come up again recently with
Agnwn
the establishment of the
International
Criminal
Tribunal for the former
Yugoslavia in 1993. While it is hoped that the tribunal
will be the model of a permanent international criminal
court, it provides many problems.
One of the main problems is practical, such as how to
deal with evidence, what to do with prisoners awaiting
trial and where to base die
court. The cost for administrating an international
court will be expensive,
with most of the cost
going toward translating
documents into the appropriate languages.
Defining crimes will be
another issue. What constitutes particular crimes,
such as terrorism, vary in
different countries.
To be truly effective,
the court will have to
define universal criminal
acts and take a clear stand
on violations of hUrnati
rights.
A major problem is
how to enforce power. The
court will he meaningless
if it will not get individual
states to provide consent to the court.
’Ihis seems to be what is happening in the tribunal for
the former Yugoslavia. None of the accused seven are top
political or military leaders who gave the key orders to
commit the crime. Prosecuting world leaders will be dif
fk tilt, too. They have to decide how to respond to ACIS by
world leaders that are perceived AS crimes against /HOMO
it y, sit is those AS At Beijing’s Tiananmen Square.
Ii will take A long time [white an international court
can be established. Ilowever, no Matter how many prob
lems there Are, II is time to create the international criminal court
Thcre are many c ivil wars and human rights violations
in the world that should not be ignored.

To be truly
effective,
the court will
have to define
universal
criminal acts
and take
a clear stand
on violations
of human
rights.

Robinson, Flood: baseball trailblazers

SPARTAN DAILY

plc would call him names or spit on him. He
had to smile when hotel managers wouldn’t
let him stay in the same hotel as his teammates. He had to act as if he didn’t hear a
thing when the league players threatened to
boycott the season when they found out
they might be playing Against and with a
black ballplayer.
Jackie Robinson’s daughter, Sharon, said
she isn’t offended when minority ballplayers
don’t know the history of her father’s struggle.
"I think it’s very sad for them," she said.
"If you don’t know where you come from,
you don’t have any direction going forward.
I think we’ve seen that with some players.... I find it sad
for anyone who either doesn’t know or doesn’t want to
know. It’s their loss."
Curt Flood took Robinson’s torch and carried it a step
further. It was Flood’s battle of baseball’s enslavement of
players that defined his place in baseball’s history and
paved the way for free agency. Flood’s fight began after
the 1969 season, when he was traded from St. Louis, and
he didn’t report to Philadelphia. Refusing to be traded
without his consent, Flood asked then -Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn to declare him a free agent but was turned
down. He then filed A lawsuit against the league, claiming
baseball had violated anti-trust laws. The suit triggered a
legal war that shook baseball.
Flood lost the suit, but xis years later, other players successfully sued and broke from the reserve system. As a
result, the way was cleared for today’s free-agent era.
"Every major league baseball player owes Curt Flood a
debt of gratitude that can never be repaid," pitchers David
Cone and Tom Glavine
the current American League
and National league player representatives said in
a
statement after Flood’s Jan. 20 death.
’The same can be said for Jackie Robinson. While these
men were great ballplayers
although Flood was rejected from baseball’s I lall of Fame their perseverance off
the field (Mehl their place in America’s history.
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Larry Lee is the Spartan Dai4 Executive Editor.
His column appears every Wednesday.

A.S. should review
mission, objectives
li..inily Ricnitikd with
emit dealings with
various
,Nssik wed

I I he
Student offices.
His story of Iseing shuffled_
bac k and hint) between thc A.S.
St oilcan
I tic Office. A.S.
;11ver n merit
Office,
A. S.
Business Office, AS Scheduling
Office and the Spartan Shops, in
An attempt to gain approval for a
fundraiser, souk] have been wit ten by me!
After going through this timeco nsu nil tug run -a round last
week, I could not understand
why a more efficient and central’
)i,ed.
hasn’t been develteed
"Oh, yeah," I remembered,
"these are the same 1016 WhO
me they didn’t know the
e-mail address for a person who
works in their office." (Read: Just
go away and don’t ask any more
questions)
They passed me off to the A.S.
Government Office, which then
referred me back to the A.S.
Student life Office, "Oh, we

This guest editorial appears courtesy of the
Daily Bruin front the University of Gdifritia
at Los Angeles via U-Wire.

Abnullet is never predictable. James Brady proclaimed Friday that the 1994 bill bearing his
ame was a success. At the time of his statement,
he obviously was not in Los Angeles.
Brady, paralyzed in the 1981 assassination attempt
on Ronald Reagan, cited Justice Department documentation that the bill had prevented 186,000 sales to "ineligible" individuals such as minors.
At the Same time, people in L.A. were being shot all
to hell by two bank robbers
armed to the teeth with
assault -type rifles and covered
in bullet-proof armor from
head to toe who, in the trunk
of their Car, had what the Los
Angeles Police Department
described as an "arsenal" of
weapons.
Ah, the irony.
WRITER’S FORUM
Rifle
National
The
By Terri K.
Association is shouting that
Milner
the bad guys have the weapons

s

is the beginning of March and that
Itcrack of the bat can only mean the
start of baseball season. This season,
however, should mean something special
to every baseball fan who knows the history of the sport and this
country in
general.
Jackie Robinson and Curt Flood, men
who were more than mere ballplayers,
broke ground in baseball and society as
well. This year marks the 50th Anniversary that Robinson broke Major League
Baseball’s color barrier.
Hood, who died earlier this year,
became a pioneer in the late 60s when he challenged baseball’s reserve dause rules
prohibiting players from
choosing teams they wished to play for.
These two men transcended sports and changed the
way fans and owners looked at these athletes. Major
League Baseball officials have decided to dedicate this Mason to Robinson. All major and minor league players and
umpires will wear "breaking barriers’ arm patches this season, teams will show Robinson video spots created by
filmmaker Spike Lee on their stadium scoreboards and
television broadcasts, and All teams will use balls with the
commemorative logo in their home openers.
It is about time baseball stands up and recognizes
Robinson, who succeeded in a sittution that most people
would have never been able to handle. Robinson Was not
the best player in the Negro Leagues before being asked to
join the Brooklyn Dodgers in 1946. In fact, he wasn’t
even I he hest player on his team. But what Robinson did
have couldn’t be measured on the playing field.
Like Joe Louis, Robinson carried the hopes And dreams
ola people on his back. Black people were glued to their
radios hoping to hear Robinson steal a base or hit a home
run, knowing they would fed better About themselves the
next day at work or school.
Ile carried the burden of millions of people who want ed him and All black people to fail. That is what made
Robinson so great. Not only did he have to perform on
the field, but Ise also had to withhold his anger when peo-

the UC will promote a healthier, more participatory learning environment. Fair warning: Today’s discrimination of same-sex relationships will one day be as embarrassing to
our society as racial segregation. Hindsight
will eventually reveal the absurdity behind
our treatment of common -gender relationships. It is a shame the UC system vras not a
leader in the advent of uniform treatment for
domestic partners. Still, there is no excuse for
waiting or warning. The UC system must get
with the times. End the discrimination now.

Giving police officers
more weapons will
not decrease crime

BOY,1 PONT CARE HOW
MUCH MONEY THIS GUY’S GIVIN’
’01- BILL.; IF HE (VONT STOP
SNORIN. I SWEAR IM GONNA RING
HIS NECK!!! MAN, FM NOT EVEN
A DEMOCRAI!

i’atko Agatva is a Spartan flatly Stall. Writer
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to spouses. The extension would include
housing and comprehensive health care.
There are no impediments here other
than Atkinson’s listlessness: Stanford
University, which has established equal benefits for domestic partners, reports an
increased cost of less than 0.3 percent. Many
insurance companies, including Aetna, Blue
Cross, and Cigna. have expressed willingness
to provide health coverage for domestic partners. More than 100 employers and institutions provide domestic partner benefits with
a system of affidavits and waiting periods
designed to eliminate fraud.
A university is no place for repression. By
recognizing the validity of same-sex relationships through the provision of equal benefits,

and the good guys don’t.
And they would be right.
While the bank robbers were squeezing off shot after
shot and reloading from a seemingly endless supply of
magazines, police officers were firing back with handguns and shotguns and begging a shopkeeper nearby for
more appropriate, assault -type weapons to better battle
the bullet barage. I overheard a conversation in which it
was stated the police should have been better prepared;
they should have been armed as heavily as the robbers.
No way.
Contrary to what is said about L.A., this shoot-out is
not an everyday occurance. As the Mercury News pointed out, the closest thing that recalls a scene comparable
to the one Saturday would have been the 1974 shootout
between police and the Symbionese Liberation Army
that kidnapped Patty Hearst.
"I don’t think there is a single police department in
the country arming officers with the likes of AK -47s,"
LAI’I) l’olice Cheif Willie Williams said in a press conference. "These officers are paid to put themselves in
harm’s way."
L.A. was lucky there were only 10 people injured and
the only casualties after the smoke had cleared were the
robbers. however, police officers do not need any more
than the handguns they carry, the shotguns they have in
the front seats of their cars and the sharpshooters that
are brought in when it really hits the fan. Leave that
kind of thing to the federales south of the border who
patrol Mexico with semi -automatic weapons in hand.
’There is a reason high-speed chases are no longer
was
the procedure
practiced by police officers
extremely dangerous to innocent bystanders and those
involved. The same is true with uping the arming of
officers it would make an already bad street situation
worse. It’s had enough the criminals are out there with
modified automatic weapons, spraying hundreds of bullets. Adding hundreds more from police guns would be
even worse. Brady himself knows about the randomness
of bullets; he took a bullet that was not meant for him.
A mistake from a handgun is worlds less than a mistake from an AK -47. So, bad as it sounds, leave the
assault -style weapons to the criminals because the last
thing we need is more bullets flying around.
7rrri K Milner is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.

Letters to the Editor
don’t handle that, why did they
send you over?" and who stood
hy as A.S. officers approved the
squandering of $12,000 in A.S.
student fees on leather office furniture And office stereo equipment.
No wonder this "pass the
buck" mentality is condoned!
lhe A.S. is supposedly the
arm of the university, which is
funded and chartered to support
and serve students and students
groups.
It’s about time that A.S. student workers and staff review its
mission and objectives.
Sheila Gurtu
Library and Information
Science

Bring back ROTC;
SJSU needs funding
president Robert Caret has
been warned by the federal
government about all federal funds totaling $57 million,

plus all federal student aid to
SJSU students. Many students,
such as myself, will no longer be
able to attend SJSU. Many programs that require federal funding will be eliminated. SJSU
would probably not survive the
first year without funding.
The reason cited for the dimination of the ROTC program is
the failure of the Clinton administration to lift the ban on gay
people in the military. This is not
so much a rational decision as a
decision based on pride, as
SJSU’s image would be tarnished
by failing to live up to its word.
But can we really afford to take
the risk of eliminating our college
as we know it?
Caret should put ROTC on a
probationary period until the
Defense Department gets back to
him and, at the same time, press
more actively for a word from
them. This would allow SJSU to
keep its funding and still maintain school pride.
Is this something we wish to
risk our school and education on?
Personally. I’d say no every time.
Jerry Karengin
Psychology
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"lhe Tech Museum of Innovation will
be hosting "Tech Talk" today at the Flint
Center for Performing Arts located on
the De Anza College campus. Doors
An RC-I0 self-guided car, a remote open at 6 p.m. and the lecture begins at 7
temperature control. Do you want to p.m..
"There is probably no greater hero from
know more? These senior projects will be
on display Friday at SJSU’s "Engineering the space program than Capt. James
Open House for High School Students." Lovell," museum President Peter Giles said.
"This is a way for general engineering "His experiences on Apollo13 touched all
to provide curriculum for high school of us and illustrated the challenges as well as
students," said Keith Sanders, president the promises of technology."
He added: "Wc are also honored that
of SJSU’s Institutions of Electrical and
he has agreed to return here having spoElectronics Engineers.
The open house is an event the ken at the Tech Museum two years ago."
The 69-year-old Lovell is most famous
department puts on for high school and
the
SJSU students to learn about new devel- for his fourth and final space flight
1970s perilous Apollo 13 mission. In
opments in engineering education.
SJSU’s College of Engineering, which 1994, Lovell wrote "Lost Moon," which
was ranked 19th in the nation by U.S. is the story of the courageous mission
News & World Report, has invited coun- which was later shown as the film titled
selors, teachers, high school juniors and "Apollo 13."
His three previous missions, while not
seniors, parents and community college
transfers to the open house. The visitors as famous as Apollo 13, are equally hiswill talk with faculty and students, see toric and important.
On his first space flight, Dec. 4, 1965,
student projects on display and tour
Lovell was aboard the history-making
instructional laboratories.
Kuci-Wu Tsai, the assistant dean of Gemini 7. The flight was historic as it
the College of Engineering said the col- included the first rendezvous of two
lege is expecting more than 1,000 visitors manned maneuverable space craft.
Retired naval officer and engineer
at the open house.
Students in chemical, civil, electrical, George Fulhorst recalls working on the
materials, mechanical and aerospace, and Gemini 7 mission as a vehicle engineer
computer information and systems engi- and range safety officer. Fullhorst, as the
neering will be displaying lab projects range safety officer, manned the red selfgeared to their field. The visitors will destruct button that would destroy the
become involved in hands-on experi- craft in the event the mission had to be
aborted.
menu and projects.
"These astronauts were very couraAccording to Sanders, the labs will
include a balancing wedge and a profes- geous men. They are truly national
heroes," Fulhorst said.
sor’s project in 3-D sound.
On Nov. 11, 1966, scarcely over 11
"Many enjoy the paper cup speaker,
Sanders said. The students would build a months after his first mission, Lovell
speaker out of paper cups, with their cre- commanded the Gemini 12 mission.
This four-day flight brought the Gemini
ation eventually playing music.
"It is the most interactive. They make program to 2 successful close.
During Lovell’s third mission, on
it and they enjoy seeing how it works,"
Dec. 21, 1968, he served as pilot and
Sanders said.
The open house will also feature a navigator on the epic six-day journey of
quiz-style competition. Teams of three Apollo 8; man’s maiden voyage to the
students will answer questions about moon. Apollo 8 was the first manned
math, chemistry, computers, physics, spacecraft to be lifted into near -earth
biology and natural sciences. The win- orbit by a 7.5 million pound thrust
ning team members will receive a com- Saturn V launch vehicle. Lovell and his
puter for their school and finalists will crewmen, Frank Borman and William A.
Anders, became the first humans to leave
win prizes.
The day will begin at 9 a.m., in the the Earth’s gravitational influence.
Upon completion of Apollo 13, April
Engineering Auditorium, with a special
program, followed by tours, demonstra- 17, 1970, Lovell became the first man to
tions, discussions with faculty and a lun- journey twice to the moon.
Captain Lovell retired from the Navy
cheon. The competition will take place in
the Engineering Building, Room 337, at and the Space Program on March 1,
1973 to venture into the business world.
10 a.m.
His accomplishments in the private
For more information on these events,
call (408) 924-3800 or send e-mail to sector included president and chief executive officer of Bay-Houston Towing
coe0email.sjsu.edu.
- Gloria Maga& Company, president of Fisk Telephone
Systems and group vice president of
Business Communications Systems, a
corporation.
Apollo 13 astronaut Centel
A few of the accolades received by
speaks today
Lovell include the NASA Distinguished
Service Medal, two NASA Exceptional
Service Medals, the Navy Astronauts
Captain James Lovell Jr., an Apollo13 Wings and the Navy Distinguished
astronaut, will give people a chance to lis- Service Medal.
ten and learn firsthand of the determinaPaul Matarangas
tion and courage exhibited as people battled the unknowns-space and technology.

Engineering opens
house to schools

Midweek church
service
Lutheran Student Fellowship will be
holding a Midweek "Lenten" Service at
First Immanuel Lutheran Church on
Third Street at 7:30 p.m. tonight. For
more information. contact Daniel
Hawkins at (408) 292-5404.

Black graduation
time limit nears
Students hoping to participate in the
university’s Black Graduation arc advised
to submit applications now. The Black
Graduation Committee will not accept
applications after March 14. For more
information call (408) 295-4248

Soccer, softball
sign-ups now
.1 he deadline to sign up for men’s,
women’s and co-ed softball and indoor
soccer is March 20. For more information
contact Mike Euglow at (408) 924-6266.

Health science
hosts bowling night
Want to meet new people? Didn’t do
so well on that psychology midterm? The
Health Science Undergraduate Students
Association (HSUSA) has just the thing
for you. The HSUSA is hosting an
evening of rest, relaxation and yes
bowling. Interested? For pizza come to
The Pub at 5 p.m. The ball starts rolling
at 6 p.m. in the Bowling Alley located in
the Student Union. Prices are as follows:
$2 per person for pizza, $1 per game and
25 cents for shoes. For more information
contact Tami Gallagher at (408) 3790234.

Muslim Association
offers lunch

Book sale at Clark
Want to expand to your personal
library? Too cheap to by new books?
Clark Library’s ongoing book sale continues today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The sale
is held every Tuesday and Wednesday in
both the Donations and Sales Unit in
Walhquist Library North and Clark
lobby. For more information call the
library’s Acquisition Department at
(408) 924- 2705.

The Muslim Student Association’s
Socialization Lunch will be held in the
Pacheco Room of the Student Union
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. For more information call Imad at (408) 388-1080.

Foreign Language
clubs hit the grill
The Foreign Language Clubs of SJSU
are holding a barbecue to celebrate
Foreign Language Week today from 11:30
am. to 2:00 p.m. in the barbecue area
across from the Event Center. For more
information contact Professor Matallana
at (408) 9244612.

Eating disorder
group meets today
Do you have an eating disorder or
know someone who does? There’s help
available. The Eating Disorder Support
Group, co-sponsored by the Health
Education Department and the Student
Health Center, meets today from 1 p.m.
to 2 p.m. in room 208 of the Health
Center. For more information call Nancy
Black at (408) 924-6118.

Solar-powered lunch

Foreign Language
week continues
The Foreign language Department is
holding an interdisciplinary panel discussion titled "The European Community:
Challenges and Opportunity" this afternoon from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. The
discussion, as part of Foreign Languages
Week, will take place in room 310 of
Business Classrooms. For more information call Rome)’ Sabalius at (408) 9244616.

Students and faculty members arc
encouraged to bring a lunch and enjoy
free presentations during the First
Annual Brown Bag Solar Series which
starts today in room 161 of Dudley
Moorehead Hall from noon to 1 p.m.
The series is being presented by the
Northern California Solar Energy
Association and SJSU’s Environmental
Resource Center. Today’s topic: Passive
solar homes.

Ministry holds mass
Come and worship with the Catholic
Campus Ministry, which holds a daily
mass from 12:05 to 12:30 in the John
XXIII Center. For more information call
Ginny at (408) 938-1610.

Black Graduation
Committee meeting
The 1997 Black Graduation
Committee’s general meeting is being
held tonight at 7 p.m. in Business
Classrooms 101. The committee meets
every Wednesday. For more information
call (408) 924-7915.
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Sikh students meet
today
The Sikh Students Association will
hold a general meeting at 12:30 p.m. in
room 217 of Hugh Gillis Hall to discuss
upcoming events. For more information
call Lulthee Singh at (408) 926-3922.
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CALL 408-289 -VISION
Medi-Cal and
Insurance Plans Welcome

onnor Or

Ste 3 San Jose Near Valley Cal, Mall

Dr J Lee Ardly, Optometrist

MUST Meter All

408-289-8474
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A rewairling
carver
in nursing
awaits
you now
Earn a Bachelor oi Science
in Nursing at
Samuel Merritt College.

reeesal

Recent studies indicate that nursing is
among the nation’s top careers of the
tuture. These studies predict that within
the next five years there will he dramatic
growth in the demand for protessiiinal
nurses in today’s dynamic health care
system.
There has never been a better tulip
to pursue nursing education than ii
to prepare yourself tor the challenges and
rewards of tomorrow. Samuel Merritt
College at Summit Medical Center in
Oakland otters a Bachelor ot Science in
Nursing Program in Limper:awn with
Saint Mary’s College in Moraga
Apply now. Classes start September 3.
It you’re looking for a career where
you can really make a ditterence, call us
today for more intimation or to
schedule a counseling appointment.

800-607-6377

ICartenShuman4compuserve.com

SAMUEL MERRITT COLLEGE
RoAthirrne Avenut, Oakland, ( A 9461)9

Altera Corporation, located
in the heart of Silicon Valley in
beautiful Northern California,
has set the pace from the
start in high-performance,
high-density programmable
logic devices and associated
computer-aided engineering
(CAE) logic development
tools. Our team of proles
sionalsis among the best in
the business, and we’ve
madea solid commitment to
continue to grow and expand
with only the best.
For the past three years, we
have consistently produced
record sales results, going
from $140 million to over
$400 million. As you can see,
we set aggressive goals and
achieve them.

74e84/1:?4’.601k4
The time has never been
better than now to join an
All Star team of professionals
setting league records at a
consistent pace. The ball is
in your court. We will be
interviewing on campus
March 11 For interview consideration, please sign up at
your Career Planning and
Placement Office

Pacielons tio-a/Ade
Software Engineers
Product/Test Engineers
Design Engineers
Applications Engineers
Sales Engineers
Technical Writers
Finance, MIS
and more!

If you can’t visit us on
campus, send your resume
to: Altera Corporation,
Human Resources,
Attn: Heelie Drury,
College Recruiter,
2610 Orchard Parkway,
San Jose, CA 95134-2020;
fax: 408-435-5065; e-mail:
hdrury@altera.com. To
learn more about Altera,
see our home page at
http://www.altera.com
We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

A LEADER in Programmable Logic.
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Aviation
continued from page 1
ing support from the university, the
Aviation Department has been traveling a turbulent path.
Since 1992, the program has been
discussed as a possible target for elimination from the university. In light
of the current redesign plans, the aviation department faculty, staff and
students have been holding their
breaths pending the final recommendations of the committees.
On Feb. 19, they were able to
exhale. The Academic Priorities
Steering Committee recommended
that the Aviation Department be
maintained with certain conditions.
The conditions were the following: consideration of consolidating
the two aviation concentrations within the department; appointment of a
chairperson with a master’s or Ph.D.
degree for the department within
three years; accreditation of the program by the Council on Aviation
Accreditation within three years;
establishing sources of funding for the
program outside of the university
within three years after the new chair
is appointed and the consolidation of
the Aviation Maintenance and
Aviation Operations degree into a single degree.
"We were relieved to see that our

program was given a second chance."
Patankar said. "We are now waiting
to see if the university makes our
chance a legitimate one. It’s like we’re
caught in a trap. Unless we get more
tenure-track faculty we might not be
able to meet the criteria of the (steering) committee. The only way we will
receive more tenure-track positions is
if the university releases them to us."
Patankar and the rest of the
Aviation Department are anxious to
move the department back to stable
ground. They see the loss of the program from the university and the state
as detrimental to the entire aviation
industry, especially in the San Jose
area.
Scott Yelich, a lecturer for the
department, said that SJSU aviation
graduates are employable in many
fields besides aviation.
"With a four year degree from San
Jose State in aviation, most graduates
can get a job in or out of the aviation
Yelich said. "Most of our students are here to learn to work on and
fly planes, but they could easily get a
job for a company like Applied
Materials."
The aviation program currently
offers a maintenance concentration

for students interested in aircraft construction and repair. and an operation
concentration, which focuses more on
majors who want to become pilots.
Most aviation students speak highly of the program, emphasizing its
influence and reputation in the real
world.
Aviation alumnus Brent Johnson
said he always comes in contact with
other SJSU graduates out in job force.
"I worked for both FedEx and
United and I was always met people
who had either graduated from SJSU
or knew of our program," Johnson
said. "San Jose State University is as
recognized fin aviation circles) as any
university in the country."
Pan of the success of the program
could be because of the aviation facilities, located adjacent to the San Jose
International Airport. The off-campus site offers students plenty of space
and equipment in which to work on
and learn about subjects as varied as
air navigation and fluid power systems. One section of the airplane
hangar that the department occupies,
houses several small planes and aircraft engines for students to work on,
while other rooms house flight simulator machines and a wind tunnel.

A rare highlight of the aviation
facilities is the 727 aircraft that was
donated to the program by United
Airlines in 1991. In addition to serving as a real world instructional tool,
Patankar said in the summer months
the plane serves as a study room for

the students.
"The students just open up all of
the doors and sit in here while they
read. It’s sort of like our own Clark
Library," Patankar said.
He added that many local pilots
and aviation industry leaders have

been generous toward the SJSU program. "Every year we receive more
than $75,000 in donation’. from
those interested in furthering the
work of our program. It helps us out
a great deal," Patankar said.

Right: Carrie Ferguson mills a key weigh
slot in the adaptor plate during the Aviation
aircraft processing and production lab
Tuesday afternoon at the Aviation campus
by the San Jose Airport.
Far right Instructor Scott Yelich spends a
few minutes explaining aviation production
processes during the three hour lab
Tuesday afternoon at the Aviation campus.
PHOTOS BY BRENNA JENNISON
Spartan Daily

Library

Committee
continued from page 1
prioritize SJSU ’s strategies And budget for 1997-98.
Kenneth Peter, the senate chair,
said that for the first time in SJSU
history, the Academic Senate will be
given the opportunity to offer ideas to
President Robert Caret on the budget
policy. The resolution will enable the
Senate Budget Advisory Committee
to receive the President’s general bud-

get

prIllt UK’S pr4op,,.II. Uri] ,E)111111-

tation with the liti sident, it can Mr
ther prioritize and specify proplisals.
The Advisory Continuo,. will also he
able to evaluate the applications tor
priority funding.
Mae said the next step for the
administration is to narrow down the
list and be more specific.

continued from page 1
of Price \X. itethouse,
I inda Vienker of Adobe, and
( buck I oenisketter or I iienisketter
and Bo ill rig.
Also named to the board were
former city library commissioners
Jim Webb, Sue Williams and Pat
Wolfe. The neighborhood representative will be Rosaleen Zlatunich.
University spokeswoman Sylvia
Hutchinson said SISU will have its
own internal advisory committee to
look out tim the interests of the

campus communn
iasc inpui
into the design pr..,
mat ic
"This is none p
Hutchinson said. "They will discuss
what the library should have in it
.ind how it will serve the people
who use it
University
librarian
Jim
Schmidt said he is amused that people on campus are getting their
"bloomers in a bun( h "
"lots of people are concerned
about the proportion of (MST./ and
city representatives) on the committee," Schmidt said. "People seem to

Student Intern needed for Spartan Kids"

Asian Women

Duties include developing marketing materials for
direct mailing, managing a database, phone solicitation and other duties as directed by the Athletic
Director. The Athletic department will help
subsidize cost of books.
Inquiries should be directed to
Derrick Barros at (408) 924-1292.

continued from page 1
if the Edition, people. In a world
relentlessly hemming a global economy she stressed that the state of the
government there has lead to the people’s exploitation.
According to San, ho, the
Philippines’ biggest export is labor.
Not the eXplit I Of goods made by

Be the master of
your own mind.

It’s time to take the next step toward a successful future. We want you to consider the
many advantages available to you at GTE.
We offer an environment based on small
groups working as teams with the support of
a global industry giant behind them. And, by
taking advantage of this opportunity to form
a partnership with GTE, you’ll find yourself
working with the most advanced
ahead
technologies found in the industry today.
Right now, we’re visiting college campuses in

search of talented visionaries to join our win
fling team.
Let GTE put your career on the road to success. We have opportunities in the following
areas:
Software Engineers
Hardware Engineer,
Join us during our on-campus visit on
Thursday, March 13.
For further information on opportunities
at GTE, check out our home page:
jobs.mtv.gtegsc.com. You can earn top pay
and generous benefits and work a unique 9day, 80-hour schedule per pay period that
lets you maximize your fun by giving you 26
3-day weekends per year. If you are unable
to visit with us on campus. send your
resume to: GTE, Dept. CW-SU, M/S 7G41,
PO Box 7188, 100 Ferguson Drive,
Mountain View, CA 94039; FAX: (415) 9663162; e-mail: resumes@mtv.gtegsc.com
An equal opportunity employer.

Filipinos, Ina
themselves to
work overseas and send the money
earned abroad. back into the country.
"Four itlillt.11 cur$(1 1,1111.,Il is WM

back to the Philippines tr11111 111,1Se
who are working abroad.’ ’,Ilk lin
said. -I he matorits of Ow money.
once it’s in the Philippincs. will be
spent on golf ,,,iitses and tourism to
make the oiontry look goo,l 1,, fill(Igo investors. instead of solving the
runtries inoblems of poverty and
loblessness. Exporting labor is the
nly Way for the government to make
money without fixing the real Nob
Speaking ,111 topics closer to home
sane ho confronted the Silicon
Valley’s involvement in the effects of
globalization as well
"We are sitting in the belle of the
bea.st," she said, "much of the labor
being used in the der Ironies industry

toigei the mayor Lhat.h.lerized the
(cost) as an estimated minimum.
An uproar is way premature."
otit ilman David Pandori,
who lepresents the downtown area,
Italuding SISU, said the city must
quickly answer some questions
before the process gets too far along
to be corrected.
"We need to. as a city, get a
vision of what we want out of this
library," Pandori said. "A lot orpeOple will be asking what the new
library will be like and what it will
look like."

here is made up of Asian Pacific
women mostly Vietnamese, and arc
being exposed to harmful chemi,als
in the work place. I he electronics
industry here is a booming one and
much ol i Is dependent on the labor
of tote glints living in the Valley."
She further stated: "You don’t see
smokesta, ks in the Silicon Valley but
the industrialization of workers is still
gi ;Mg 1.11

Being Women’s Week, the topic
and domestic work done
by imported labor struck a key of
irony as those attending the lecture
viewed a film titled "Brown Women,
!Mind liabies."
In the tilm, supplied by Sancho,
the plight and circumstances of
ill domesti, workers in Canada
arc exposed.
In interviews with workers themselves and the women they work for
Ilt

According to a memorandum
released by Hammer, the city’s
committee will be responsible for
gathering public input, identifying
service delivery issues or other possible problems and generating a proposal to ensure the project meets the
needs (il both communities.
The city’s committee is expected
to report back to the council within
six months.
Spartan Daily Campus Minor
Rowena T. Millado contributed to
this story.

the exploitation becomes evident as
domestic workers recount their under
appreciated work details and hinging
hit their own children in the
Philippines. The situation becomes
even clearer as the women who
employ them describe their employees strengths and shortcomings from
on high.
Sancho said the irony lies in the
libr tar ion of white women at the cost
of sploiting women of color.

11.111111t,

PRESENT THIS STINKIN ’ AD AND GET $1.00 OFF

BY
LUIS VALDEZ
Directed by
BUDDY BUTLER
February 28; March 1,5,6,7,8 at 7p111
Mar( It 5,7 ot tprn
SJSU Hal Todd Studio Theater, Hugh Otis Hal
50.1 and San Fernancb
Sttidelits $6 General $10
ri, lo.ts 924. 4555
Whir-not it in 94-4551
AD AND GET Si 00 OFF
STINKIN’
THIS
PRESENT
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Teen deaths
may cause
pharmacy
regulations

(AP) - Days after
I
I -4 1,, imagers overdosed on a
nmscle relaxant believed taken
from a mail-order shipment of
drugs, state phatmacy regulators
are discussing whether to put
guidelines on prescription drug
mailings.
’’It has not been dealt with
before because it wasn’t a problem,’ said 1.011 Kissinger, staff
directot of the Massac husetts
Board of Registration in
Pharntac Y. "But in light of its
obviously being a problem now,
our board will want to address
Also, state Rep. Carol A.
Donavan said she planned to
t rod uc e legislation requiring
"that no drugs LAP be left at a residence without a signed receipt."
All the children who overdosed on the drug. baclofen, at a
dance in Woburn on Friday are
expected to recover. Authorities
said the pills were taken from a
mail-order shipment of drugs left
on the porch (ifs nun who needed the medication.
Police will press charges
against the person who took the
drugs. Police Chief Philip
Mahoney said.
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Nutrition
and provides eight of the essential
amino acids It has been known to
treat obesity and acts as an energy
booster

continued from page 1
The Roost
How could fried chicken from the
Roost benefit the diet? Unfortunately,
it doesn’t. But instead of giving in to
a fried chicken breast which contains
436 calories and 17 grams of fat. you
could order a plain, baked potato
instead.
"You don’t have to load a potato
up with sour-cream. Instead you
could have it plain, or use a packet of
’I Can’t Believe It’s Not Butter,’
which has no cholesterol," Kalmoutis
said.
If sour cream is your weakness,
keep in mind that a serving size, or
two tablespoons, has 60 calories and
six fat grams.
Alumni Room
The Alumni Room is one of the
best-kept secrets on campus. To those
students who think this dining area
was reserved for faculty, think again.
Everyone is welcome to come in and
try their made-to-order sandwiches.
non-cream based soups arid fresh
salad bar.
Just remember that even though a
salad is healthy, the dressing can be
deceiving. Just one tablespoon 01 blue
cheese dressing has 76 calories and
eight grams of fat. This may not
sound so bad, but how many of us use
such a small amount? Ranch drcssing
is by far the wont, with 436 calories
and 45 grams of fat for a half cup.
"To give people more options, we
offer low-fat and fat-free salad dressings and soups without a heavy cream
content," Kalmoutis said.
Redhawk Cafe
No doubt about it, the smoothies
made with fat-free yogurt or sorbet
are a smart choice for a low-fat alternative.
According to Maria liaspolic, an
SJSU dietetic intern who is in charge
of making healthy improvements to
the dining areas, the juice bar will
soon be offering nutritional supplements such as protein powder and
Spirulena. Spirulena is a blue-green
micro algae and is an excellent source
of B-complex vitamins, beta carotene

The Student Union Food Court
Beware: ’Fhe minute you push the
steel bar and grab a tray, you have
entered "Food Lind," each counter
attempting to draw your attention
with luring cultural entrees that
might taste terrific but are loaded
with fat.
If you like the Orient Express and
order Broccoli and Beef, with about
500 calories and 18 grams of fat, stop
and think about the vegetarian entree
that is made with tofu. This version
contains 187 calories and 10 grams of
fat.
If vou like Entrees and More’s
dwesy lasagna with 400 calories and
17 grams of’ fat, try the spaghetti
instead. A one-cup serving contains
roughly 200 calories and one gram of
fat. They also offer baked potatoes
and steamed vegetables.

pasta salads, which are high in fat
because of the oily dressing.
Something new Are .1.crravcra
Wraps in the glass refrigerator right
next to the bagel cabinet. The Black
Bean and Middle Eastern wraps contain only five grams of fit while the
Mediterranean wrap has only one
gram. Japanese. Thai and Chinese salads are also available.
The Spartan Bakery
It eating a muffin is part of your
routine, don’t worry about breaking
it. They now serve low-fat poppysced
and blueberry muffins, each with less
than a gram of fat.
11 you feel like something sweet,
try the 99 percent fat -free Mocha Iced
Cappuccino, which is similar to a
chocolate milkshake. Similar is the
Chai Tea. which is cinnamon -flavored. Also new to the bakery are 97
percent fat-free oatcakes, which contain 20 percent of the daily protein
requirement.

Raspolic has many changes in
mind for all of the dining areas. In the
near future she said she hopes to place
If you like the Union Grill’s ham- symbols next to lower-fat meals on
burgers, you can have a healthier ver- the menus and provide full, nutrision, the garden burger. They offer tional values for all items upon
two varieties, Veggie Medley and request. Her long-ranv goals include
Zesty Bean. Both are made with main revising the nutritional content of the
ingredients of brown rice, onions and Union Grill because it "definitely
soy cheese. The burger itself has only needs some work." She would also
140 calories and 1.5 grams of fat. Just like to display posters with the breakkeep in mind to avoid those hidden down of food evaluations.
"It’s it long process of introducing
fat extras, like cheese and mayonnaise.
"Vegetarian doesn’t mean low-fat healthy foods, said Raspolic, but at
with cheese in the middle," Raspolic least it is being done.
Because nutrition is such a popular
said. A popular seller like the cheeseburger has around 600 calories and topic, most students scent to be aware
of their eating habits, especially when
26 grams of fat.
they are at school. Sandy Jensen, a
If you like the Cactus Cafe and the junior nursing major. said she is
Original Burrito is your thing, instead pleased healthier choices are being
try the vegan burrito. The Original offered in the dining areas.
In any institution, when you have
Burrito has about 475 calories and 20
to cook large quantities, it’s hard to
grams of fat.
"The vegan burrito is my favorite make it less fattening," Jensen said. "I
meal because there isn’t a lot of lard don’t trust anything when I don’t
used in the beans," Raspolic said.
exactly know what’s in it..1.hat’s why
I usually get a bagel or a sandwich at
Deli and Salad Bar
the deli, so I can tell them what I
want on it."
If you don’t feel like a hot meal,
Mark Mecurio, a senior marketing
you could go for a bagel with fat-free major, is also looking for healthy
cream cheese, a turkey sandwich on alternatives.
wheat from the deli or make a salad
"Healthier food would be great at
from the salad bar. Just avoid the the food court," Mecurio said. "It

Breast cancer
researcher
cleared
PITTSBURGH (AP) - A breast
cancer researcher from the University
of Pittsburgh has been cleared of
charges he used bogus data in studies.
The federal Office of Research
Integrity on Monday notified Dr.
Bernard Fisher that he had been
cleared of scientific misconduct.
The exoneration "begins to
restore my reputation and begins to
indicate the bizarre situation that
existed in Washington, D.C. And it
frees my mind to do the kind of
research that I could not do for the
last three years," Fisher said.
Fisher, 78, was accused of failing
to report another scientist’s falsification of data for the National Surgical
Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project, a
research group Fisher headed until
March 1994.
’Fhe group drew attention for a
groundbreaking study in 1985 that
concluded the removal id malignant
breast lumps with radiation was as
effective in preventing recurring cancer as complete removal of the breast.

"To give people
more options, we
offer low-fat and
fat-free salad
dressings and
soups without a
heavy cream
content."
Nina Kalmoutis, Dining
Services retail operations
manager
would also help to keep the mind
healthy."
Maryanne Myles. a junior liberal
studies major, looks for healthy foods
to counteract her candy addiction.
"Since I eat a lot of candy, I need
something that is quick. healthy and
low in sugar." Myles said. "I usually
get a bagel to counteract the candy I
eat."
Stefanie Parsall, a sophomore
international business major, said she
usually orders a turkey sandwich or a
bagel because she doesn’t know how
fattening the other foods really are.
"I don’t know how many non-fat
and fattening foods are available on
campus." Parsall said. "I think the
Spartan Bakery has a good selection
of cream cheeses and spinach dip that
I usually get with a bagel."
Similarly, Ryan lynch, a senior
political science major, will usually
get a pre-packaged sandwich in a
refrigerated container located near the
deli. Hc is not too concerned with
nutritional values of foods hut is worried about the prices.
"I don’t worry about what I eat,
but I can’t afford to cat there all the
time," Lynch said. "It’s too expensive
for starving students, so I usually
bring my own lunch."

Singleton hospital
did nothing wrong
YAMPA. Fla. (Al’) - 1 he payhospital that released coniii led rapist Lawrence Singleton
davs before he was Accused of
killing A woman apparently acted
appropriately. state health regulaJuana

WI’S said.

E rom A broad look At his, it
appears they did everything they
could have done," Ann Sarantos of
the Agency for Health Care
Administration told ’The ’Yampa
Tribune in a story published
today.
Singleton, who raped and
chopped off the forearms of a 15year-old girl in California 19 years
ago, is accused of stabbing
Roxanne Hayes with a boning
knife on Feb. 19. He has been
jailed on a murder charge.
Nine days before the slaying,
the 69 -year-old Singleton was
released from St. Joseph’s
Psychiatric Cafe Center in Tampa.
He was admitted to the hospital
Feb. 1 under the Baker Act, which

alloy, the state to involuntarily
commit people who are suicidal or
dangerous to others.
Singleton had tried to kill himself after bring released from jail on
a shoplifting charge, and one of his
relatives begged the hospital to
institut ionalize him.
A psychiatrist who examined
him found no signs of violence.
St. Joseph’s followed proper
procedures and laws. Sarantos said.
The health care agency and the
state Department of Children and
Families reviewed Singleton’s case
after his arrest on the murder
charge.
When hospital officials released
Singleton, they referred him to a
home health care agency. Sarantos
said. A worker from the agency visited him, though Sarantos did not
know how many times.
"It’s not like it was dropped,"
she said. "They carried out doctors’ orders to the fullest."
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We’re looking for people who
look at this glass and say:
"There’s gotta be other
glasses of water."

Earn a Master ni Science in
Nursing at Samuel Merritt
CR)Ilege in Oakland.
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GRAND OPENING
YOSHINOYA RESTAURANT

We need people capable of going
beyond half-full or halfempty
thinking. People who see subtleties.
Who are quite frankly bored by easy
answers and off-the shelf solutions.
People who are constantly
challenging their own thinking and
are thirsty for new ideas and
knowledge.
You’ll have a degree from a top
school. Getting slob won’t really be
an issue. The question is: which
lob? Which industry?
You don’t want to get locked
into one area and then discover
three to five years from now that
you don’t like it. By then you’ve
invested too much.
199,)Arrlerxer.ConvA,41 MS Co

Andersen Consulting offers you
the chance to work on a variety
of projectswith clients in a wide
range of industries.
We are the leader in helping
organizations apply information
technology to their business
advantage. Every hour of every
business day, we implement a
solution to help one of our more
than 5,000 clients worldwide.
What makes that possible is the
quality of our people. And the
quality of our training. We’re known
for both.
Because business and
technology are ever-changing, we
see training as a continuing
Mdenrn

process. And our $123-million
Center for Professional Education in
St. Charles, Illinois, is just one
measure of our commitment. We
train you for a careernot Just a job.
Are you the kind of person we’re
talking about? The kind of person
with an unquenchable desire for
challenge and professional growth?
If so, come talk to us. And
find out more about a career with
Andersen Consulting.

ANDERSEN
CONSULTING

IS On rt,,,a1 opponundy employer

Engineering, Computer Science and MIS Majors

TODAY’S THE DAY!
Come meet with us today and learn first hand about our challenges and rewards. You could soon be
joining recent San Jose State University grads who are now members of the Andersen Consulting team.
17-7..17.17111!

aderoPtst‘v.
4.114".

ta.Cork.
5.4-4t ;jar
40-

On 4th and San Fernando Street
(only 1 minute walk from San Jose State)
Open 10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. daily
78 South 4th Street. San Jose. Phone 287-0200

Information Session:
March 5th, 12:30pm - 2:00pm
Business Classroom Building, Room 4
...in preparation for interviews on March 10th or March 13th.
Be sure to turn in your completed Andersen Consulting Personal Data Pack (available at
the Career Center) by today’s deadline.
Find out more about us on the Internet at: http://www.ac.com
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Thrown to the wolves

Leaving Las Vegas

New Mexico
eliminates
Spartans
By Matt Romig
Spartan Daily Assistant Sports Editor
LAS VEGAS
The "0" show
was upstaged Tuesday by a man who
is no stranger to the Western Athletic
Conference Tournament spotlight.
Kenny Thomas, the most valuable
player
of last
year’s
WAC
Tournament, got his 1997 post -season campaign underway by scoring
18 points, 14 in the first half, to lead
No. 11 New Mexico past San Jose
State University, 103-70, at the
Thomas & Mack Center.
The Spartans countered with 23
points from Olivier Saint-Jean and 15
points from senior Tito Addison in
his final game, but it was not nearly
enough as the Lobos overwhelmed
SJSU with a record -setting shooting
performance.

"The level of consistency in their
While the Spartans were collapsoffensive play was remarkable," said ing and double -teaming Thomas,
SJSU coach Stan Morrison. "I can’t New Mexico reserve guard Royce
say enough about the tremendous Olney was spotting up at the threeshooting by everyone on the New point line. Olney, who had not scored
Mexico squad."
in double figures in the past 20
The Lobos made 65.6 percent of games, played 16 first-half minutes
their shots and set a WAC and scored 10 points.
Tournament record with 42 made
Olney finished with a career-high
field goals. Leading the first-half bar- 19 points, including five three-pointrage was Thomas, a 6-foot ers.
8, 260 -pound sophomore
"It’s great to get
forward.
Sl’AlilAt.
70 Royce going because I
"(Thomas) is the key to
like
Royce,"
New
their team," Morrison said.
Low.) 103 Mexico Coach Dave
"What he does, he does so
Bliss said. "He’s been
very well. He’s got great
struggling with his shot,
touch, he is big and strong and really but he found his touch tonight.
hurt us tonight when he was able to
"We got good looks because we
find the open player again and again.
threw it to (Thomas) and he found
"He is so powerful, he really hurt the open man."
us not only with his scoring, but with
New Mexico opened the game
his all-around game."
with an 8-0 run and closed the firstThomas was the focus of the half with 2 19-3 scoring spree that left
Spartans’ defense in the opening min- the Spartans facing a 26-point halfutes, but when he was not muscling time deficit. The Lobos made 21 of
his way to the basket, he was setting 32 attempts in the opening 20 minup his teammates for open shots. He utes, the best first-half shooting percomplimented his 14 points with four formance by an SJSU opponent this
rebounds and three assists before season.
intermission.
"Coaches dread playing in the first

round," Bliss said, "because you can
only stumble. I’m pleased now that
we played well and we live to play
another day."
Saint-Jean came alive in the second half to finish with 23 points on
10 of 15 shooting, but the Spartans
were only briefly able to cut New
Mexico’s advantage under 30 points.
"(Saint-Jean) plays a prominent
role in their offense and I though we
got off to a good start trying to contain him with freshman Lamont
Long," said Bliss, who also directed
guard Charles Smith and forward
Clayton Shields to contain SJSU’s
leading scorer, "I knew we’d have to
guard him with several people."
The loss ended the season for the
Spartans (13-14) and shifted the
focus to speculation that Saint-Jean
will forgo his final year of eligibility to
take his high -scoring act to the
National Basketball Association.
"This was just a very disappointing
game, I didn’t think we played well at
all or did what we were supposed to,"
Saint-Jean said, "and it is really sad to
sec our season end like this."

PHOTO BY MAX BECHERER Spartan Daily
Karl Stems drives to the hoop during her last game as a Spartan
Monday against Southern Methodist University in Las Vegas. Her 22
points were not enough to prevent SJSU from suffering a season-ending
76-52 loss to the Mustangs.

Golfers take fifth
Spartan Daily Staff Report

SJSU RESULTS

SJSU’s men’s golf team finished
fifth at the Aldila Collegiate Classic
hosted by San Diego State University,
shooting an eighteen -over-par 882.
USC took top honors firing an
eight -over -par 872 for the tournament on the par 72 course.
The Spartans’ Justin Russo finished in a sixth -place tie by ending up
One over par IM the three-day event.
Sieve Grier shot his way into an
eighth place lie with a two over 218.
S JS
Arum ( )berholser placed
sixteenth in die tournament by finishing with a four -over 220.

6. Justin Russo
8. Steve Grier
16. Arron Oberholser
62. Chad McGowan
84. Ted Bakelas

TUESDAY’S
RESULTS
MenS basketball
lost to New Mexico in the first
round of the WAG
Tournament in Las Vegas
Baseball (16-5)
beat San Francisco Slate
19-3
Mon’s golf
Finished fifth at the Aldila
Collegiate Classic in San
Diego

217
218
220
232
240

+1
+2
+4
+16
+24

OVERALL RESULTS
I. USC
T2. Arizona
12. Pepperdine
4. BYll
5. SJSU
6. San Diego State

872
880
880
881
882
883

+8
+16
+16
+17
+18
+19

UPCOMING EVENTS

TODAY
Men’s tennis v. Saint Mary’s
12 p.m., Spartan Courts
Warriors v. Houston
7:30 p.m., San Jose Arena

THURSDAY
Women’s tennis v. Saint Mary’s
2 p.m., Spartan Courts
Sharks v. Ottawa
7:30 p.m., San Jose Arena

When it comes to safety, nothing gets past our high standards
When it comes to employees, our professional criteria are Just as
exacting As the nation’s leading safety testing company,
we also represent the unique opportunity to be involved in
virtually every product arising from today’s technology. It’s an
environment that challenges both your knowledge and ability

PHOTO BY DREW NIELSON Spartan Daily
SJSU infielder Kyle Richardson runs into catcher Brooke Harris of San Francisco State University to score one of the 13 runs the Spartans would score

Baseball team blows out Gators 19-3
Hy Andrew Hussey
Spartan /tatty Staff Writer

Willi an impressive showing
liehind the plate, the Spartan baseball

9

team
1,irined the San
Francisco State I.iiiversity Gators 193 on Tuesday.
The victory improved
the
Spartans’ overall record to 16-5, and
they remain in first place in the WAG
with a 5-1 record, one game ahead of
Fresno State.
SJSU was sluggish for the first two
innings, Allowing the Gators to go up
2-0 on a two-run home run by catcher Brooke Harris.
The Spartans began showing signs
(tilde in the third inning as they lit up
the scoreboard with the help of the

F,

to learn, while helping you develop a well-rounded scope of
experience Join the company where people matter most

C/MTIO TISl

ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
In these entry level positions, you will be analyzing and evaluating designs for a wide variety of products,
systems and materials to determine compliance with acceptable safety levels. You’ll also interface
heavily with clients, so exceptional verbal and written communication skills are essential. You must have
a BSEE/ME and be willing to travel. The ability to organize and plan effectively is equally important.

CHEMICAL/MATERIALS ENGINEERS
As an entry level Chemical Engineer, you will be responsible for conducting product safety evaluations
covering thermal and mechanical properties of polymeric materials, industrial laminates and printed
wiring boards. A BS in Chemical or Materials Engineering, excellent verbal and written communication
skills and the willingness to travel are required.

30-Hour Courses: $370
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SAT

We offer a competitive salary, a comprehensive benefits package and an excellent environment to begin
your career.
We will be recruiting on campus next week. See your career center for more details.

SAT
GRE
GMAT

GMAT

If unable to see us on campus, please send your resume to: Underwriters Laboratories, Julie Blach/HR
Dept 1655 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara, CA 95050, or fax to: (408) 556-6042. TDD (408) 985-7015.
We are an equal opportunity employer

Math IN -4LA 2"
March 2i %pH NI
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lane -

March 2i - lune i
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lune 21
lune 21
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To Register Call

415-321-3696
Olin Center Test Prep
uenue run Situ

Underwriters
Laboratories Inc.
w w w.ul.com

Ji

Twelleni Test Preparation
\Iforilahle Prices War:mired

SI-SC pitching stall Six runs were Inlay,,,
scored in the inning on only three
Led by a Scott I.ewis triple that
hits, as four Spartans were walked.
ended up at the wall and drove two
"I liked the fact that they got up home, the Spartans added another
two runs and our guys still went out three runs in the fifth inning.
there and took them apart," coach
Coach Piraro began putting in
Sam Piraro said.
reserves in place of his starters in the
The Gators attempted a
sixth inning and they
comeback in the fourth
proved to be just as sucinning as Adam ()low hit a
cessful
against
the
SPARTANS 19
controversial inside -the Gators’ starters.
park home run. The ball
GATORS
Zach Retallack hit a
was hit into right field
single that advanced runwhere it rolled into a jackners
and
Antonio
et that was laying near the Gators’ Vazquez added an RBI when Tony
bullpen.
James crossed the plate on his single
"You can play here another 100 to left field.
years and never see that again," Piraro
"Our backup plAyer% work Very
said.
hard," Piraro said. "It’s always gratify’the real show began in the bot- ing to empty your bench in A positive
tom of the fourth inning as John situation.
Misplay hit a grand slam.
The Spartans will next host the
The home run capped a five-run Spartan Classic tournament this
inning that put the Spartans ahead weekend. SJSU faces UM; on 3:30
11-3.
p.m. Friday and both Santa Clara and
Fhe game was already pretty 1.ewis & Clark University on
much blown wide open," Misplay Saturday at Municipal Stadium. The
said. "I was just looking to put the Championship game of the tournaball in the air and stay out of a double ment is 3:30 p.m. Sunday.

GIVE THE PRECIOUS GIFT OF LIFE
EGG IMNATION PROGRAM needs healthy
between ’21 and 32 years of age.
w
Experiem e the reward and satisfm 111111 of
enabling another woman to cow f. IV... If you
are of Gam axial’, Asian, East Indian, Iranian
111. 1,11i1.1" 1.11
Inlitires, you may help others
of your caulk background
who would otherwise remain
childless. All inquiries are
confidential. Financial
pensation is S2500,00.
sir
5.

Contact: Kriqi),(510) 867-1800

Bay Area Fertility Medical Group
5601 Norris Canyon Rd, Ste 3011, San Ramon, CA 94583
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PEET’S COFFEE & TEA
Newt] Paseo Store
LosGatos store is interviewing
for morning retail sales positions
at our new store in El Paseo,
opening in March. Apply at 798-1
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos.
Benefits include medical. dental.
401(k), vision, vacation, discounts.
sick, & promotional opportunities.
We encourage applications from
EMPLOYMENT
pea* of all ages, ramrs and ethnic
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR backgrounds.
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts SUMMER STAFF NEEDED in the
avail, flex hours. S7.50-$8.00/hr. Sierra Nevada Mtns: One hour
to start. Must be 18+ yrs. Ask for Northwest of Lake Tahoe in the
Lakes Basin Recreation Area.
Wendy or Julia: 733-9446.
Counselors, lifeguards, supenisors,
canoe
instructors, cooks, health
PROGRAM
TEEN LEADERSHIP
Coordinator. Pat-time, 60-80 Yrs/mos supervisor and activity specialists.
working with girls
Experience
PAO royecer& eisuranoe.
necessary. Tent/Camp Food plus
$8- $10/hr. EO.E
salary. Call (702) 322-0642 for
971-6000
an application.
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
GRAYSTONE Child Development
Earn S6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
Deliver from best Si restaurants. Ctr. looking for teacher qualified
Flexible hours. Great for Students! person to work part-time from
1:30- 6:00 pm. Must have at
Need own car.
least 12 ECE units. Located in
Call Dine IN @ 9983463 now.
Almaden Valley area. Offer greet
benefits. Contact Michelle at
Di THOMAS FORPAALWEAR
Formalwear Rental Associate 408-997-1980.
F/T and P/T positions available.
MANAGER TRAINEES
Excellent opportunity offering a
flexible work schedule. Must be No experience necessary. Will
customer and detail oriented. Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
For immediate consideration call base+com. Coro seeks energetic
people for management. Start
(408)247-1024.
now. 6294241.
11A/F/E0E
Town &Country village, S.J.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
GENERAL HELP, SaW Mattress
Become a Sperm Donor.
Store near SJSU. Informal atmosphere, jean OK. FT/PT flexible Healthy males. 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Feesely
hours. tAell trek) . Ed 885-0698.
Contact California Cryobank
TUTOR, COMPUTER. MAC format 415-324-1900, 51-F, 8-5pm.
Am close to SJSU & New own equip
A PAINCVIFROTECTWE SERVICES
merit Thank you. Bob 9844086.
Now Hiring- No Experience
2041 Nissen College Blvd #150
*MCA SIMMER DAY CAMP JOIE
Santa Clara, CA 950541553
If you like the outdoors, like
(406) 980-7650
working with children & teens, &
have special skills in camping,
games, crafts, sports or drama, CLERK & TYPIST POSITIONS
consider a Summer lob at the YMCA SJ law firm - benefits/parking.
NAndows/WP6.1/ Typing Exp. pref.
Positions Available:
Hardworking, Team Player a must.
DIRECTORS
Fax resume: J. Delarge 2956799.
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
LEADERS
Please call your local Y for more HELP WANTED Men/Women
detailed nformation in application earn $480 weekly assembling
circuit boards/electronic components
Certrel YMCA -296-1717
at horse. Experience unnecessary,
(Sane & Sala Clots)
will train. Immediate openings
*Southwest ‘MCA - 3701877
your local area. Call 1-520-680(Los Gatos, Saratoga)
7891 ext 0198.
Northwest YMCA- 257-7160
(Cupertino. Santa Dare, Sunnyvale)
LOOKING FOR A FLEXIBLE
3:seei Va I ey YMCA -7269672
Schedule? Enjoy working with
(South San Jose)
raitatee/Bermisse YMCA -9450819 young children? The Apple Child
Care Center. a corporate sponsored.
(Milpitas)
accredited, high-quality center is
*Mt Atederne YMCA -7790208
looking for substitutes. You
(Mcrgan Hie)
dictate the schedule and number
SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR. of hours a week. 17.00-$9.00/hr
Mcdthu Fri. lOarn-2pn. Sourdour based on education & experience.
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. Sarilose. Some prior exp. and ECE units
prefered. We’re a great place to
SUPER ithIART at 777 STORY RD. learn and grow! Call 862-6170.
is how hiring for all positions.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Applications taken Monday to
Friday 10am to 6pm. Cashiers. Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
Meat -Seafood. Cake Decorator.
We can work around your school
ASSISTANT NEEDED: Tue. &Thu. schedule, Early morning or after10 12 hrs, a week. flexible. Good noon positions available. F/T
pay. Computer data entry and employment available during
general office duties. Contact: summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
Gillian at Sigforms 2664330.
Rec. Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21.
PART TIME DATA ENTRY, FIUNG
46 hours/day. Fax resume to:
Carla 956-8044.
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim le, products or
services advertimi below nor Is
ewe any parents* keeled. The
damnified ookanna of the Spartan
Deily amid of paid advertising
and colleen. are not approved or
verified by the newspeper.

CLUCK IN NOW HIRING!
Restaurant Employees/ WI shifts
Delivery Drivers Clean DMV.
Good SS.
2603 The Alameda, Santa Clara.
Apply in Person or
Contact Jame 241 2582.
YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS
and TEACHERS for scnool-age
and preschool child care. Full
Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
related units. For more info:
cal Mary 298-3888.
CRUISE & LANI3TOUR Driploprunt
Want to travel to Mexico. Hawaii,
Canbbean while earning a eying?
Call 206-971,3554 ext C60419
(We are a research & publishing
company)

Certain advertisements In
three c4ranne may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
e ddltIonI Information.
Clarified readers should be
rernbuird ea *hen nmeing
these Whet contacts, they
should require complete
Information beton seeding
money Be yob or esniesa.
In eddltion, readers should
cerehily irpreslippee all Rem
emplownent Neer.
or
for 01
vecelloure or merehandlse.

PHONE:
PART-TIME TELEMARKETING
WANTED
position available, for Investment
Firm. Mon. -Fri. Flexible hours.
(Morning 8. Afternoon) 510.00 per WANTED: STUDENTS Interested
Pr plus bonus’. Call 406/287-6670 in guaranteed paid flight and
leadership training. Must be
for an interview.
physically fit & itelligent. For
info call 1-408-977.3791.
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT.
ECE or Experience Preferred.
AUTO FOR SALE
EOE. Call 370-0357.
93 MAZDA MXII, Lo mi. 586. air,
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED ruby red, pro str. sun rf, sporty.
Earn to 5.25.00/hr salary + tips. Asking S13,500/obo. 929-3062.
Students needed it the immediate
area. Fut-time/part-time openings.
TICKETS
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
WANTEDACAA West Reglortal
YOU KED A JOB WITH A FUTURE! March 20. 22, 1997 / San Jose
We will train you for a full-time 8006868499 or 707-429-8459
position with our nation-wide firm.
We offer:
Weekly Pay Incentives
SERVICES
Monthly Bonuses
LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Corroaitrve Wages
Writing Editing Typing
Grouprate Heath Care
Complete Management Training Spreadsheet & Detabase Dewy).
Desktop Publishing
You must be career minded.
Bookkeeping PC Support
(That’s All) Call 408.345.3936.
$20/hr. 448-8119.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYPAENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
students can make up to accepting students who wish to
$2,850/ mo. + benefits (room & excel in playing guitar or bass. All
board/transportation). Call S.E.S.: levels welcome: Beginning.
1-206-971-3514 ext. A60417. Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
(We are a research & publishing any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae, or Folk.
company).
Call Bill at 408.298-6124.
$1600 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
mailing our circulars. Begin now.
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
For info call 301-429-1326.
Metaphysical, Astrological,
Meditation Classes.
EARN $100011 stuffing envelopes!
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Send SASE for application:
Call (408)978-8034.
Enterprise Marketing P.O. Box
592061 Orlando, FL 32859
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
POSTAL JOBS
Up to $15.29/hr pluS tenetts.
Essays, letters, application
415.339-8377 24115.
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
TEACHERS/NOES/Camp Lenders Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
Elem sch. age recreation program, VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
P/T km 26 ern Mf cistg the all yr.
F/T during summer camp program. WRITING ASSISTANCE any
Excellent salary. no ECE req. Los subject. Why suffer and get poor
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet grades when help is just a call
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail. away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
school yea? Call for simmer employ college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
ife guards & camp leaders)
avail. Friend, caring, confidential.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY Convenient Peninsula location.
seeking customer service repre- Dissertation/thesis specialist.
sentatives, PT/Ff. Flew hrs. Salary Samples & references available.
4. bonus. Will train Call David H. Chinese & other languages
@ 408-441 8600.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
HOW TO EARN $50,000 working how to improve your writing,
at home 707 452-8984 24 hr visit our user-friendly Website
recorded messge
at http://www.aol-plue.com
Regular email: acietnetcom.com
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 32130505.trek Be Dog&
FUNDRAISING

TEACHERS Make The Difference!
Join us for sports, games, creative
curriculum and fun! School -age
and preschool children need you.
Part & full time available. Flexible
hours. Fun and ceative staff team!
Southwest YMCA, 13500 Quito
Road, Saratoga. Call 3704877.
YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
VALETS WANTED
6 days/wk + wknds
$6/hr. + tips
Must hem ceen D1MV + Curent CDL
1-415-584-0235. S.F. Offices.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Receptionist, Office Clerk
Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Warehouse Clerk
Cal 406/94248W or
Fax to 408/9424260
Electrons Staffing Services,E0E
1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
left at Clear Lake Ave.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
available in the
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
Visit us 0 BC 13 to get access.
TEACHER. PT/FT at high quality,
lic. drop-in play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits avail. Apply n
person at KidePeek:
Near Oakrldge Mall, 281-8880
5440 Thorrsvood C*., Si
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB. 510-792-9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
SECURITY. ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students.
F/T or P,-’T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Caller appe in penal. MoriSun 7,7,
4032866880. 5550 Madan lee.
Between Sa)Cabs and Partin-Ica,
tehrel tee Cad end Puty Sere, SJ.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 21-29.
nonsmoker, healthy & rasp:retie.
$3,000 stipend and experces pad
One’ el/Indies also needed. Reese
cat WWFC 1,510-8209495,

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Teach basic conversational [relish
ahroacf Get Ye risen eizge for frcikg FAST FUNDRAISER - Reiss $500
work in Japan. Tanyan. & S. Korea. in 5days Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
For information: 1-206-971,3570 Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy.
eat. J60417. (We are a research &
No financial Obligation.
publishing company)
1-8008624982 ext. 33.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Flexible hrs. 9am-9pm. Downtown
near *butte 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.

FINANCIAL AID

SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
limit your possibilities for financial
aidl Student Financial Service
profiles cher 2000.000+ individual
awards from private 8, public secSALES Part time telesales. tors. Call: 1,800-263-6495 ext.
IBM printers and supplies. Flexible F60418. ( We are a research &
hours. $8/hr. + commission. Call publishing company)
408/558-0250 for interview.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSLIfor 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Dnvers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Mufti-car"
CALL TODAY 296.5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects. resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504,

HEALTH & BEAUTY
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
Improved Concentration
Increased Energy
Weight Control
(408) 737 2702
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perm&
nently remote your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount, first appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. 017, Campbell.
(408) 379-3600.
ELECTROLYSIS CUM.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

CLASSIFIEDS - THE
ADS THAT WORK!

408-924-3277
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Four
Days
511
$12
$13
$le

After the Min day, rate ncreases by $1 per dg.sme
Fret line 125 team) set in bold for no extra
Up lo 5 additional words meal* in bold for 13 each
SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-91,,..: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Five Adder
Days
$13 exy ere
$14
Filvcno
$15
Si.
Send check or money order kr
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
SenJose, CA 95192-0149

Please check
one classification:
Bri oar

Classified desk es located in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Room 209.
Deadline 1000 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
IN Al ads are primped. No refunds on cancelled ads.
NI Raise tor consecutive publications dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277

SHARED HOUSING

FOR RENT

RN FOR RENT- BERNAL ST. Semi- 1 BDRM APT FOR 1 PERSON, no
pit. bath, w/d, family environ, pool, pets. 5700/mo +$60) dep. Parkrg
tennis. S450/bills incl. 237. &util. paid. 5th & Reed. 2597040
2 EOM VARMINT- $900/MO.
Security type building
. SecureinParking
Close
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts, 576 S. 5th St
(408) 295-6893.

TUTORING
ENGLISH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
Call (408)978-8034.
INUNGIJAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics Tng- Calculus
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Chemistry: Organic Inorganic
English: Speak- Read -Write
Spanish: Hablar Leer- Escribir
Call: Mike 403298-7576
Email: mvera18288@aol corn

COMPUTERS ETC,
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. #H
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800) 800-5115
FAX: (415) 306-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Ilsi, cl, cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

ltt;

Daily

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

1

924-3282

FAX:

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
In Attractive, newly-remodeled.
spacious, Tr -Level Townhome in
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic Views,
WORD PROCESSING
Peaceful Surroundings. Guaranteed
Thesis, Resumes, Reports, etc. Parking, Own. New,
impeccatie
20+ Years Experience
Cordtionl Fully trniehed beckon on
Medical/Legal Transcription
3d eel. Ckbhouse, Pool/Spe. Easy
Services Available.
access to 85 & 101. Only S370/mo+
Reasonable Rates
utilities. Call Ange at 4089748898
CALL (408) 272-1552.
or 408-2242015 (leave message)
red you call wit be retrnecl. Females
*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED. encl non-smorers only, please.
Graduate Studies. Thesis. Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Resunes, Al Formats, Specializing
MAUL
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
EUROPE $249
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ ysExo
Within USA 579-5129.
WP 5.1/HP Ursa. PAM’S
Mexico $199 lit. Cheap Fares
PROFESSIOWL %NORD PROCESSING,
Everywhere! airhrtchenetcom.com
247-2681, 8am-13pm.
www.isicom.fr/airhitch/
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
415-8349192 cat pending.
510-489-9794 (Ws/Res/PAW
Word Processing & Editing
Bolt] Academic/T3ue )Mak Accepted
SPORTS/THRILLS
Reports Theses I./LA/TUFO/3
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
Expert In APA Format*
There is nothing compared to
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer
the exhilaration experienced by
7 Days a Week 7-00am 9:00pm
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
RELIABLE FAST ACCURATE.
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. SJSU student owned & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
Science & English papers/theses
1-510-834-71175.
our specialty. Laser printing.
APP.. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on ANNOUNCEMENTS
either WordPerfect or Word.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Masterson’s Word Processing,
Only $57.00 per year.
Call Paul cr Virginia 408-251-0449.
Save 30% 60%
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
on your dental needs.
or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE/ Term
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
papers, thesis, resumes, group
projects. etc. Have a typewriter
to complete your applications for
med/lew Scrod, etc. Will transcrbe
your taped interviews or research
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Days
Day
Days
3 lines
$7
$9
55
4 lines
$e
$10
$6
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
6 lines
$10
$12
$5
$1 for each additional line

924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Meelleplir
_Events*
_Anncuncernents
_Lost and Found"
_Volution’
For Salef
_Moe For Sale’
_Cornpdars EE’
_Wanted’
_Ernploymerd
_Opportunities

_ Rental Housing
_ Seared liciusrg
_Reel Estate
_Swims*
_MssiINBeauty
Spode/Wes’
Insurenoe
Entertaivnenr
Travel
Tutoring*
Word Prceeseng
_ Scholarships

Spacial student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 lino ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DB H 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

-Lost a Found ads are offered 11**,3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

CROSSWORD ’04,741,4
ACROSS
1 Widespread
destruction
6 Model Kate 10 Mounties’ org
14 Florida city
Ben Adhem
15
16 Margarine
17 Diver’s malady
18 Garden soil
19 Author Twain
20 "- on a Grecian
Urn"
21 Move like a
baby
23 Silly comedy
24 Low-lying
islands
25 Outdoor
27 Chafe
30 October stone
31 Bass or alto
32 Police artist’s
aid
37 "Born Free"
lioness
38 Night noise
39 Nutmeglike
spice
40 Nile queen
42 Corduroy ribs
43 Hawaiian
guitars
44 Absorb
45 Hiker’s problem
49 Key - pie
50 Country roads
51 Chubby
53 Expression of
surprise
56 Isaac’s son
57 Singer Clapton
58 Steamship
60 Snakes
61 Classroom
furniture
62 Game show
host
63 Children
64 Remain
65 Be in a bee

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 "King of the
road’
2 Served
perfectly
3 Wind indicator
4 Ancient
5 Waterfall
6 Rams and bulls
7 Reed
instrument
8 Afternoon TV
offering
9 Aggregate
10 Type of candle
or numeral
11 Red Cross
founder Barton
12 "Thanks," in
Grenoble
13 Hearth tool
22 Cereal grain
23 Sensed
24 Chocolate tree
26 Window glass
27 With. to Henri
28 Cotton pouf
29 Stand lip

30
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41
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Smells
Explain
Reflection
Hardy
cabbage
Sherbets
Trial
Rice wine
Sets
Nuns’
headgear
Poorly lit
Farm sound
Rope
Not
appropriate
Children’s
author Dr Fortunate
Mona A single time
only
Shoe part
Pitcher
Hershiser
McMahon and
Asnor
Mischief maker
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Wednesday, March 5, 1997
San

Jose

State

University

Cancer researcher
cleared of charges
of wrongdoing

No gas required

PI’l TSBCR(.I-1 (AP) -- A breast
cancer researcher from the University
of Pittsburgh has been cleared of
charges he used bogus data in studies.
The federal Office of Research
Integrity on Monday notified Dr.
Bernard Fisher that he had been
cleared of scientific misconduct.
The exoneration "begins to restore
my reputation and begins to indicate
the bizarre situation that existed in
Washington, D.C. And it frees my
mind to do the kind of research that I
could not do for the last three years,"
Fisher said.
Fisher, 78, was accused of failing
to report another scientist’s falsification of data for the National Surgical
Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project, a
research group Fisher headed until
March 1994.
The group drew attention for a
groundbreaking study in 1985 that
concluded the removal of malignant
breast lumps with radiation was as
effective in preventing recurring cancer as complete removal of the breast.
Dr.

Above: This eletric

Roger

EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY COMMUNITY

iiii

Student Union, Inc

Bowl 1 Game, Get 1 Free.

Bowling
Center

Bowl 1 game at the regular price, bowl
a second game at no charge, anytime.
Lanes are available during regular
business hours. Not valid with any
other promotions Or specials.

Coupon offer expires 3121197

SFSU

4

San Francisco
State University
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Ireland
Bermuda
Paris
Florence
Greece
Turkey
Indonesia
USA

Provence and So. France, April 18-28
European Business, June 27-july 15
Tuscany, Italy, November 8 -is

CALL (415) 338-1533
Mary Pierott, program director
SESU College of Extended Learning,
Travel Programs

SUMMER 1997 PROGRAMS BEGIN IN JUNE
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Sweden
Morocco
South Africa
Costa Rica
Alaska
Belize
Australia
Kenya
Galapagos
South America
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TRAVEL PROGRAMS

SPRING AND SUMMER 1997

Women’s health addressed
Adding

Montreal

Wednesday, March 5, 5:30 - 7:00PM
Student Union
Pacheco Room
Join us or call for more info:
(408) 293-2401

N

PHOTOS BY CHARLES SLAY
Spartan Daily
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A FORUM LED BY THE REV. HOLLY HUDSON -LOUIS, OVER DINNER.

Right: Mueller 01 the Electric
Auto A5sociation of San Jose,
discusses the power
requirements of his converted
1982 Renault Le Car with
students during the lunch hour
on campus Tuesday.

By Andy W.110

Poisson,

surgeon who was part of the cancer
research, admitted he faked data to
bring ineligible women into the
study.
Poisson was responsible for 115
instances of phony data in 14 studies
from 1977 to 1990.
Fisher has said when he learned of
the falsified data, his staff notified the
National Cancer Institute, which
bankrolled the study. The institute
then notified the ORI.
Chris Pascal, director of the ORI,
declined to discuss the specifics of
Fisher’s case but said delays in all of
the office’s investigations were caused
by a heavy caseload and staff shortages.
Fisher has a federal lawsuit pending against the university and various
federal agencies, alleging his position
was downgraded and his reputation
harmed as a result of the investigation. Trial is set for April 7.
An analysis of the tainted studies
found that the conclusion that
lumpectomy was a good alternative to
mastectomy was still valid.

WOMEN, GOD & ORDINATION

auto contains 16 six -volt deep cycle
batteries, similar to the ones
used in golf carts. Bob Mueller
of the Electric Auto
Association of San Jose states
that the car can travel
between 40 and 50 miles
before recharging. The cars
top speed on level ground is
70 mph. He also said the
advantages of this technology
are that the car produces no
emissions, it’s quiet, it does
not have to idle, and its cheap
to operate, once you are
beyond the conversion costs.
The Electric Auto Association
is a 30-year -old non-profit
organization, founded in the
Silicon Valley, to promote
electric automobiles.
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Now Seeking Applicants for the
SJSU Alumni Association Deans’ Scholarships
Open to Undergraduate & Graduate Students
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Apply now for a "Pot of Gold"

GJILIJ

VG’altrrs

Seventeen
$1,000 Scholarships
Two to each College &
One to the School of Library and
Information Science
You Must Have:
<3.5 Overall GPA in Major 83.0 Overall GPA (regardless of where the units were
acquired) .3.0 Overall GPA at SJSU ’Involvement in community service

Hurry in, and 6)
our opening team!
zjoin
POSITIONS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE
IN ALL OTHER AREAS:
-Cooks -Bussers -Dishwashers
-Bakers -Host Staff -Opera Singers

UIEIT
Full& Part Time. Days & Eves. Flexible Work
Schedules. Top Company Benefits. Great Work Environment
.....

APPLY IN PERSON

4:2

Mon-Fri 9am-6pm & Sat 9am-Noon at: Eft
110 Ranch Drive
(237
&
880)
in the McCarthy Ranch 1;11Zb
es
Shopping (enter

Contact your department or dean’s office for an application.

The deadline is

*Alm nni
150.1

lAllt IN

March 21, 1997.

Mae
ROMANO’S

’ Opening soon
"4"11
in Milpitas
GRILL

